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 Exploring the Meaning of «Rajulun Matlub» in the Tradition

Ali Hasannia1*

Mohsen Khatami2

Abstract

translation and understanding of the exact meanings of narrations. Attention to the 

well as the consideration of circumstances and causes of the issuance of hadiths 

and phrases, will lead to the correct understanding of the reports and narratives 

also in many other Shiite and Sunni narrative, literal, and historical texts. The 

Hadith comprehension studies in internal and external indications and the use of 

semantics of vocabulary show that, among all possible possibilities in the sense 

of this illusion, is only one acceptable: to be wanted or prosecuted by the state 

The present paper seeks to assess the correct meaning of this illusion among the 

words of Ahl al-Bayt, applying the methods of comprehension of hadith and paying 

attention to the relation between the vocabulary and its application in the period of 

presence as well as in the earlier and later texts, and to criticize and evaluate the 

possible translations.

Keywords

Syntagmatic Relation
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Function of Sheikh Tusi and Najjashi Lists

in Completing the Sezgin Method

in Restoring the Sources of Ancient Narrative Works

Nosrat Nilsaz1

Abolfazl Rajaee Fard2*

Abstract

Identifying the early written scholarly sources is an issue of great use and so an 

a systematic method for identifying the sources of early literature. This method 

has had many advantages but some criticisms have been directed at it as well. 

The origin of some of these criticisms is the lack of some information in Sunni 

method for identifying the early written sources of Hadith literature. In doing so, 

some methods for distinction between collectors and transmitters in the chain of 

transmitters will be illustrated. According to Sezgin the last common link is the 

source of a given later work but it will be shown that through different ways other 

roles may be considered as well.

Keywords
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 Position of Sabab al-Nozoul Narrations, their Functions and

Mohammad Molavi1*

Jalal Mostafaee Ijlaliyeh2

Abstract

them in various types. Sabab al-Nozoul Narrations have different functions in 

exegesis such as: Explaining of the meaning of the word, determining of the time 

of revelation of surah and verses, explaining of the law verses, explaining of the 

Mohammad story. This research through descriptive - analytical method is going 

to study position of Sabab al-Nozoul narrations, their Functions and their Criticism 

Criteria in Atyab al-Bayan Commentary as a contemporary Shiite interpretation. 

After a complete study of the interpretation, comprehensive and detailed information 

will be presented. Then functions of this kind of Hadith in Atyab al-Bayan will be 

narrations based on Sayyed abdoul Husein Tayeb point of view and their critical 

analysis are presented. The result shows that the author of Atyab al-Bayan have a 

very critical approach to Sabab al-Nozoul narrations and apply some criteria for 

Keywords

Sabab al-Nozoul Narrations, Sayyed Abdoul Husein Tayeb, Atyab al-Bayan
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 An Analysis of Traditions about the Prohibition of Teaching

1

Farzad Dehgani2*

Abstract

Suarah Yousof entitled to the best stories is full of educative, social and ethical 

messages for human being. There are some traditions in tradition books, however 

mentioned the prohibition of teaching this surah to women indicating that surah al-

Noor must be educated instead. Chain of transition of these traditions against some 

sarcasms were not unauthorized totally and documented considering all evidences 

but content of these traditions due to the disagreement with tradition of importance 

of education of Quran, Islamic history, miraculous dimensions of Quran, purposes 

of surah according to the traditions prescribing comparison were not indicating 

prohibition of teaching. After investigating of its content, reprehensibility of 

This research done with descriptive – analytic method shows that these traditions 

were said at the male-dominated environment that women have less social value 

it amorously. Some proof such as displeasure of Sakoni, a companion, due to his 

daughter, yarn- spinning, and buildings without walls shows the permanence of 

reprehension of these traditions. If these kinds of traditions were issued by our 

innocent imams, there will be a sort of propaedeutic abrogation.

Keywords

Surah Yousof, Traditions of Prohibition of Education, Reprehension of Teaching, 

Propaedeutic Abrogation
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 Premises and Principles of Understanding and Evaluation of

Islamic Traditions from the Viewpoint of Imam Khomeini

Ali Mohammad Mirjalali1*

Hasan Rezaii Haftador2

Yaser Maleki3

Abstract
Imam Khomeini is considered as one of the scholars effective on the Islamic 

movements in the present century. In addition to being the leader of the Revolution 

and founder of the Islamic Republic of Iran, he has been a specialist in different 

Islamic sciences such as interpretation, jurisprudence, philosophy, ethics, 

character affected his personality to some extent, Islamic tradition and Fiqh al-

Hadith (contextual study of traditions) is certainly one of his specialties that has 

appeared in his works, especially in his jurisprudential books and his expositions 

on some Islamic traditions. The article at hand has adopted a descriptive-analytical 

understanding and evaluation a tradition from the viewpoint of Imam Khomeini is the 

importance and brilliance of the traditions and authority of reason in understanding 

Infallible and preference of the text over the chain of transmitters. The principles of 

different ranks of the Infallibles, removing shakiness of the chain of transmitters of 

a tradition, drawing the tradition tree, paying attention to the comprehensiveness 

of the traditions, removing contradiction from contradictory traditions, and paying 

attention to the cause, time, and place of the tradition issuance. It is noteworthy 

that Imam Khomeini has had innovations in Fiqh al-Hadith, such as taking the 

Keywords
Imam Khomeini, Fiqh al-Hadith, Evaluation of Tradition, Text and Chain of 

Traditions
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 Study the Forty Days Period of Meditation through Evaluation

of Narrations and Views

Kamran Aqaee1

Javad Nasiri Vatan2*

Abstract

pollution and amplifying spiritual cleansing. The sect considers their actions taken 

from religion and for prove and establish them they cite these acts to the Prophetic 

hadith regarding having sincerity in forty days and the performance of prophets such 

as the Prophet Moses during his fortieth meet, Miqaat, and procedure of Prophet 

Mohammad privacy in the cave of Hara. In the present study, we concluded that 

their hadith documents did not have a proper document and chain, as well as the 

texts of Hadiths are not valuable. The correct seclusion which religion has agreed 

and prescribed not only does not put distance among human beings and society, but 

also places individuals in the middle of the community and invites them to purity 

by strengthening their faith. 

Keywords

Forty Days Period of Meditation, Seclusion, Miqaat of Moses, Mohammad Privacy, 

Sincere Hadith
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Mohsen Qasempour1*

 Mojtaba Aliakbarian2

Abstract

hadiths have mostly been derived from principles sources and other authentic ones. 

One of these sources is al-Navader by Ahmad Bin Mohammad Bin Issa Ashari 

methods, the present article deals with narrations in al-Navader and those in al-

Base on the considerable pieces of evidence which will be dealt with in this article 

a challenging theory based on which al-Navader attributed to Hossein Bin Saeed 

Ahvazi will also be brought up here, but it is worth mentioning that documentary and 

textual differences existing between the hadiths of these two books are undeniable. 

So through analyzing and reviewing these two books, al-Navader is considered as 

Keywords

Hadith
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